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All information contained herein is unclassified.

The thirty day mail cover placed on WALTER
LOWENFELS, Durole Road (Box 2545, RD 52, Hwy. Landing),
Mays Landing, New Jersey, on 11/29/63, has developed no
information pertaining to the identity of the sender of the
correspondence from Dallas, Texas. The only correspondence
received by LOWENFELS from Texas was from 116 West Record,
San Antonio, Texas, on 12/2, 24/63 and 1/4/64. On 12/3/63,
LOWENFELS mailed a letter from the Hwy. Landing Post Office
to a JOHN A. STAFFORD, 116 West Record, San Antonio,
Texas.

No additional information has been developed by
ME 2925-9 having any bearing on the identity of the sender
or significance of the correspondence from Dallas, Texas.

Inventory no LOWENFELS connected to the rural
carrier at the time the correspondence from Dallas, Texas,
was delivered to him that he was judging some sort of
content and the letter had arrived after the closing date
of the contest and since ME 2925-9 observed LOWENFELS at
the latter's residence on 12/1/63 reading and judging
poetry which had been mailed from points all over the United
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62-3060-16
STATE, it is felt that a contestant for a poetry award having access to envelopes of Parkland Hospital had mailed his/her entry to LOWEFLIS; therefore, no further active investigation is being conducted to identify this individual. Report will immediately make available to the Bureau and Dallas any information in 2/28/63 may develop through routine contacts with LOWEFLIS which may have a significant bearing on this matter.

For information of San Antonio, LOWEFLIS received a letter from an unidentified individual on 11/30/62 bearing the return address "Parkland Hospital, Dallas, Texas." The words "Parkland Hospital" were crammed off the envelope and a name, not recalled by the rural carrier, was typed in above. The following characterization of LOWEFLIS was furnished by FI 340-8 on 2/19/63 and is located in F1 196-197-737:

LOWEFLIS is currently a member of the Southeast Club, 2nd Congressional District, COMMUNITY PARTY COMMITTEE PENNSYLVANIA AND DELAWARE (COPA) but does not attend meetings in view of the fact he resides at Rye's Landing, New Jersey. LOWEFLIS paid $25.00 during February, 1963, toward the CP container and the CP Defense Fund.

Report is presently in the process of preparing a communication to various offices to obtain current characterizations of certain individuals corresponding with LOWEFLIS for the purpose of inclusion in the next annual report prepared on LOWEFLIS.

San Antonio is requested to check indices on JOSIF W. STANFORD and to furnish any available characterization of STANFORD based on possible subversive information in San Antonio files.